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25 COOL KITCHEN & BATH IDEAS

DROR BENSHHETRIT
This New York designer is on the move, lending his free-flowing design philosophy to everything from furniture to architecture to a private island in Abu Dhabi.

BY LIZ ARNOLD  PORTRAIT BY BEN RITTER

Transformation and movement are two words Dror Benshetrit generally uses to describe his work, which spans product design and art direction as well as interior and architectural design. But they're words that aptly describe the designer himself. During just six years in New York at the helm of Studio Dror, his career has gone something like this: the smashed vases for Rosenthal; interiors for the Manhattan boutique of Yigal Azrouël; the transformative Pick Chair; the Miami shop Atrium; and now, a private residential island in Abu Dhabi. Can you say trajectory?